
INTEGRATION THROUGH EDUCATION; THE TEMPUS PROGRAMME 

An historical look upon things is often interesting as well as revealing. During the 

1947 Conference of The Hague, which was organized by the European Movement, and 

where the most eminent thinkers and politicians of that time were gathered to shape the face 

of the Europe to come, it was a widely spread belief that education was ultimately one of the 

most important ways of integration. Accordingly, it shouldn't surprise us if eventually the 

only immediate result of that Conference was the creation of the European Council on the 

one hand and the College of Europe, where I am presently employed, on the other hand; two 

institutions which were, right from the start, mainly concerned with cultural and educational 

matters in relation to European integration. 

One of the first recommendations of the Council of Europe, for instance, stated that 

: "The Committee of Ministers should invite the Ministers of Education to meet with a view 

to drawing up a European plan for cultural cooperation"'. And it went further on, saying 

that this plan of cooperation should provide, amongst others, for "the methods to be adopted 

for stimulating popular interest in the cause of European unity by adult education, university 

extension lectures, etc." 2.  At the same time, in the presentation brochure of the College of 

Europe, one could read the following statement: "It is incumbent upon the new generation 

to put responsible men, who instinctively act and think in function of European unity, in 

command of associations, institutions and organs of public opinion. It is undoubtedly good 

and laudable that statesmen, diplomats and administrators, formed at national schools, make 

substantial efforts to elevate themselves above traditional contingencies. But in order to 

produce a novel and lasting work, Europe is entitled to require that its future leaders have 
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